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PREFACE
I.

The Purpose.
The purpose of this Thesis is to trace the heritage of the
Moritz chromatic Bass Tuba (1835) in relation to the ancestry
of the instrument and to the events surrounding the life and times
of its inventor; events which both influenced the instrument's
invention and which were affected by its invention.

II.

The Need
With the recent growth of interest in valved low brass
instruments (i.e.

The Tubists Universal Brotherhood Association,

T.U.B.A., which was established in 1973), many studies ,have been made
concerning various topics regarding the instruments of the Tuba
family.
However, no .recent in depth study has been made regarding
the original prototype (chromatic Bass Tuba) or the instrument's
inventor, Wilhelm Wieprecht.

Only one study of Wieprecht is known

(other than .his autobiography) which is Wilhelm IHeprecht, sein
Leben u. Wirken nebst einem Auszug Senior Schriften, (1822), by
A. Kalkbrenner.
Thus, it is obvious to the author that a study of the invention
of the original chromatic Bass Tuba and of the instrument's inventor Wilhelm Wieprecht (the father of the Modern Military Band}, is
sorely needed.

iv

rNTRODUCTION
Fundamentally, the history of the development (or invention) of
brass ins.truments has been the chroni c1 e of man's attempt through
time .to perfect a chromatic instrument, which would be capable of
playing every semi-tone of the western chromatic scale, while
retaining the instrument's inherently unique and colorful tone
quality.
The Introduction will familiarize the reader with the function
of brass instruments and of the Tuba.

The Body of the paper wi 11

trace the evolution of the instrument up to the acceptance of the
original chromatic Bass Tuba.

The events surrounding and possibly

~ffecting the invention of the instrument will be best covered by
reviewing the life of the instrument's inventor Wilhelm Wieprecht.

l

CLASSIFICATION OF THE INSTRUMENTS
In order to best comprehend the qualities, strengths, and
weaknesses of the tuba, its predecessors and progeny; it is necessary
to review the scientific classification of the instruments. And
by so doing, attempt to gain a better understanding of the tuba's
place among musical instruments and of the significance of that
instrument's development.
Practically from inception, musical instruments have been
catagorized into various homogeneous groupings.

In the majority of

instances, the apparent indication is that this catagorization has
I

been based primarily upon scientific criteria.

Some of thes·e criteria

for classification and sub-classification of musical instruments
have included:

(a.) construction and materials of construction;

(b.) the method of sourid production; (c.) further _physicai and accoustical characteristics of the instruments under study.
A.

Construction and Materials of Construction
EARLY CLASSIFICATION

The Ancient Greek and Roman Civilizations, with those crude
instruments that were at hand, were able to formulate a three-fold
classification, which was fundamentally similar to the present day
system.

This ancient method of classification placed musical instru-

ments into three "genera". These genera were:

3

Three Genera of Musical Instruments
GREEK

ROMAN

DEFINITION

Pneumaticon

Inflatile

Wind Instruments

Enchordon

Tensile

String Instruments

Krousticon

Pul satil e

Percussion Instruments

l

This tri-partite division exis~ed among other cultures as well
(including that of the Hebrews), and survived up to the middle ages.
It is interesting to note that authoritative writers on the subject
'

'

of classification in the 16th century, such as Sebastian Verdung (1511),
Martin Agricola (1528), and Ludivico Zacconi (1592); did not include
percussion instruments of any kind within their scheme of categorization.
This attitude, however, was soon reversed by writers Michael Pretorious
(1618), who was followed by Marin Mersenne (1636), and Athanasius
Kircher (1650). 2
In the Far East, the Hindus were far in advance of their
counterparts in the West.

From the days of Bhurata (c. 50 B.C.),

there have been four-fold divisions of musical instruments, viz:
1Francis W. Galpin, European Musical Instruments, Their Origin,
History, and Character, (New York: John D. Graff Inc., 1937), p. 25.
2Galpin,

pp.

25, 26.

Sushira-yantra

(pierced, Hollow), i.e. wind.instruments

Tata-yantra

string instruments

Ghana-yantra

(struck instruments) of metal or wood

Anada-yantra

(tied or bound) i.e. drums. Name alludes to
the affixing of skin heads.3-4

In 1877, when the Museum of Musical Instruments was established
by the Conservatoire Royal de Musigue at Brussels, the curator, Dr.
Victor Mahillon and the director, M. Gevaert, adopted the above
division of instruments. They then subdivided these fundamental
classifications into subdivisions, branches, and sections.

Later,

early in this century, Professor E. van Hornbostel and.Curt Sachs of
Berlin, still further elaborated this classification, while retaining
the same system under the titles Class, Sub-Class, Order, and SubOrder, by yet adding more divisions.
While it is evident that several methods of classification have
evolved since those of the Ancient Greek and Roman civilizations;
those methods discussed have in most instances remained fundam_entally
similar.

A confirmation of this statement exists in our present

fundamental classifications of the instruments.
3Galpin,

p.

27.

4Willard, in his treatise concerning the music of "Hindoostan"
(1834), cited these same divisions as: "Sooghur", "Tut", Guhn",
and "Bi tut".

MODERN CLASSIFICATION (Fundamental)
Aerophones:

(Gr., Aer.os - air, wind; phonos - sound)
i.e. wind instruments.

Chordophones:

(Gr., Chordos - string; phonos - sound)
i.e. string instruments.

Idiophones:

(Gr., Idios - self; phonos - sound)
i.e. instruments which simply consist of
an elastic material (metal, wood) which are
capable of producing sounds when struck.

Membranophones:

(L., Membranum - skin; phonos - sound)
i.e. instruments for which a stretched
skin is the sound producing agent.
'

Recently .a fifth classification was added.
Electrophones:

Accoustical vibrations are produced by
el ectri cal contrivances.

Note the similarities of those basic classifications mentioned,
as illustrated in the chart on the next page.
Of the five modern classifications, only that of the Aerophones
is germain to the tuba and related instruments under examination.

And

of the Aerophones only the Lip-Vibrated (Lip-Voiced or Lip-Reed)
sub-class will pertain to this paper.
B.

Method of Sound Production
AERO PHONES

Of the Aerophone Class of instruments (wind instruments) a
few sub-classifications exist.
A.

Free Aerophones

Reed lnstruments such as the accordian or
the reed section of an organ.

CLASSIFICATIONS
ANCIENT
GREEK

ANCIENT
ROMAN

Pneumaticon

Enchordon

Krousticon

HINDU [c. 50 B.C.J
BHURATA

HINDOOSTAN

MODERN

DEFINITION

Inflatile Sushira-yantra

Sooghur

Aerophone

Wind
Instrument

Tensile

Tata-yantra

Tut

Chordophone

String
Instrument

Ghana-yantra

Guhn

Idiophone

Percussion
Instrument
metal, wood

Anada-yatra

Bitut

Membrano- Percussion
phone
Instrument
drums i.e.
stretched
skin - drum
heads

Pulsatile
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B.

Wind Instruments

Those instruments for which the sound
generating medium is an enclosed column
of air. The following sub-classes are
designated according to the device by
which the air is sent into vibration.
1. Lip-Reed: Sound is generated
by the lips of the player.
This includes all brass
instruments.
2. Flue voiced: The sound gener--ating device is the sharp
edge of the mouth hole.
a.) verticle flute
b.) cross flute
c.) whistle flute
3. Reed PJpe:
--a. Single Reed: clarinet
b.) Double Reed: oboe 5

C.

FURTHER PHYSICAL AND ACCOUSTICAL CHARACTERISTICS

In the latter l800's the sub-classification of instruments went
beyond the above classification.

Although based primarily upon the

physical build of an instrument, the accoustical features of the
instrument were taken into account as well. This was not a simple
undertaking.

In his book, Ancient European Musical Instruments

(1964), Nicholas Bessaraboff expressed the concerns of his contemporaries
when he wrote:

"It is a very complex and uncertain task to classify

the Lip-Vibrated Aerophone." According to Bessaraboff, the only
correct basis for classification was through the use of the "natural
scale" (open overtone series). of simple tubes of fixed length, as a
determining factor of classification.

5willi Apel, The Harvard Brief Dictionary of Music, (New York:
The Washington Square Press, 1970), p. 355.

7

The geometric shape of the bore of the tubing would then be of
secondary importance, since the basic accoustical properties are
similar in both cylindrical and conicai tube instruments.

The uncertainty

that Bessaraboff had expressed concerning classification existed with
respect to the production of the lower and higher register of the
natural scale of the instrument.
In modern classification, the Lip-Vibrated Aerophone sub-class
is divided in two ways:
1.

SPECIFIC CLASSIFICATION - Specific Classification is based
on the .presence or absence of the pedal tone or fundamental
note.

2.

GENERIC CLASSIFICATION - Generic Classification is based
on the upward limitations of an instrument's overtone
series, which could theoretically extend indefinitely
to produce the complete natural scale (or a 1,2,3,4,5.
series ,of partial tones.) Remember that as the natural
horn plays higher and higher, the intervals between
pitches become smaller; thus producing a diatonic
succession of notes.6-7

6Nicholas Bessaraboff, Ancient Musical Instruments, (New York:
October House, Inc., 1964), pp. 135 - 139.
7Lip-Vibrated Aerophones by nature are incomplete, as no sort of
regular scale may be produced on them (with the exception of very extreme registers). The method by which the partials of a natural brass
instrument are produced (i.e. 1,2,3) is by way of true brass playing
technique, which is based exclusively on the principle of overblowing
(without the use of keys or valves). i.e. The "natural" scale (open
overtone series), the "natural horn".
1.

Straight Hunting Horn, approfimately 2 feet in leng,h,
fundamental cl
IJ
I
_

2.

Cornet of 4 feet in length with fundamental c.

l
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3. Trumpet of 8 feet with fund!~tal c]
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Note that the nearest approach to the modern diatonic scale appears
in example three (the 8 foot trumpet).
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SPECIFIC CLASSIFICATION
In 1854, Dr. Carl Schafhautle noticed that the proportions of a
tube had a decisive influence upon the ability of the instrument to
produce a pedal tone (fundamental).

The wide bore tube produced the

pedals easily while the narrow bore tube was incapable of producing
the pedal note.

If indeed a pedal tone would be produced, it would

be a very unstable sound, depending on the player's physical capacity
for attaining such pitches.
Consequently, Dr. Schafhautle divided brass wind instruments into
two groups.
1.

GANGINSTRUMENT: Whole-tube instrument with pedal note.
The bore proportions permit the utilization of the
entire length of the tube so that the pedal tone has the
same pitch as an open organ pipe with a length equal to
the tube of the brass instrument.

2.

HALBINSTRUMENT: Half-tube instrument, without the pedal
tone. Al though "theoretically" capable of producing
the pedal; in practice, by producing the second partial
tone as the lowest tone, utilizing, as it were, only onehalf the length of the actual tube. Thus, no pedal tone. 8

The specific classification of the tuba (the Bugle-FJt,egelhornTuba-Saxhorn Family, i.e. the Bugle Family), is as follows:
1.

Bugle Family - (Bugle-Tuba-Fluegelhorn-Saxhorn Family)
Without exception have the ability to attain the
pedal tone. Thus, they are Ganginstrument (Wholetube instruments).
·

The other family of instruments in comparison are as follows:
2.

Horn Fimily - Two specific categories:
--a. Lower Horn - (Bb basso through F) are half-tube
instruments. (Halbinstrument) These do not
have pedal tone capabilities.

8N. Bessaraboff, p.

136.

9

b.)

Upper Horns - (beginning with G) are whole-tube
instruments (Ganginstrument) with pedal tone.

3. Trombone Family a.) Positions l - 3: Whole-tube (Ganginstrument)
with pedal tone.
b.) Positi.ons 4 - 7: The trombone becomes a halftube (Halbinstrument), without pedal tone.
4. Trumpet Family - Divided into two sub-groups, in a
similar manner to the ~orn family.
a.) Lower trumpets (B bass through E): are half.
tube instruments without pedal tone.
b.) Higher trumpets (F to Ab): are whole tube
(Ganginstrument) with pedal tone.9
GENERIC CLASSIFICATION
Generic Classification is based upon an instrument's upper range
production capabilities.

The upper' limitations of an instrument's

range, of course, depends on the ability of the player and on current
performance practices. The Generic Classification of Lip-Vibrated
Aerophones has three categories.
1.) Two Octave Instruments
2.) Three Octave Instruments
3.) Four Octave Instruments

These divisions are based on the following ranges of partial tones
of the natural scale (overtone series) produced by the various
types of Lip-Vibrated Aerophones.
1.) Two Octave Instruments: Are composed of primitive
conical bore instruments. These instruments are
capable of producing a pedal tone and a limited
number of partials up to and including the fourth
partial. This grouping includes instruments that are
made from animal horns, tusks, and even tree bark.. {plate I)

9N. Bessaraboff, pp.

137 - 139.

,v

2.) Three Octave Instruments: These instruments are both
cylindrical and conical bore instruments that normally
produce partial tones up through the eighth partial.
Two sub-classifications exist:
a.) Whole-tube instruments (Ganginstrument) with
pedal. The Bugle Family.
b.) Half-tube instruments (Halbinstrument) without
pedal tone. Cornet (Posthorn) Family.
(pl ate I)
Again, the slide trombone belongs to this group of three octave
instruments, and to both sub-groups, as explained above.
3.)

Four Octave Instruments: This group includes both
cylindrical and conical bore instruments. These
instruments normally produce partial tones through
the 16th partial. Two sub-groups exist:
a.) The majority of four octave instruments belong
to th~ half-tube sub-group (Halbinstrument)
with no pedal tone. The lower horns and trumpets
mentioned in the specific classification
presentation belong to this sub-group.
b.) The whole-tube (Ganginstrument) sub-group with
pedal tone consists of the higher pitched horns
and trumpets which were previously mentioned in
this paper. (plate I) 10

lONote: only he true trumpets are referred to here and not the
modern trumpet in B or higher.

5
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THE TUBA
THE ANCIENT TUBA
"Tuba" is the generic surname of a family of low-voiced,
conical-bore instruments of the Bugle-Tuba-Flugelhorn-Saxhorn (Bugle)
sub-classification of the Lip-Vibrated Aerophone Classification of
Instruments.

This family of instruments emanates from the original

chromatic Bass-Tuba which was developed and built by the Prussian
maker Johann Gottfried Moritz of Berlin.

Introduced in 1835, the

chromatic Bass-Tuba may well have been named by its conceptual
originator, the great Prussian band master, Wilhelm Wieprecht, for
an Ancient Roman instrument that had enjoyed considerable popularity
centuries earlier.

But while the Moritz tuba and the Ancient Roman

tuba may share a generic kinship in that they are lip-vibrated
instruments, they actually possess no common physical and subsequently
no common acoustical characteristics.
Actually, the Roman tuba was a primitive bugle or trumpet
of approximately three or four feet in length.

Thus the instrument's

lowest note could not exceed that of a modern B-flat trumpet.

In

fact it is interesting to note that of the Ancient Roman Lip-Vibrated
instruments (the Tuba, Cornu, Bucina, and Lituus),11 none were
actually bass instruments.12 (plate II)
The first tuba was apparently not an original instrument.

Current

evidence indicates that the tuba was a descendant of the Greek Salpinx,

llNote: The horns and trumpets of Ancient Rome were chiefly
instruments of the military, whose musicians were divided into four
classes: tubicines, bucinatores, cornucines, and liticines.
12 sibyl Marcuse, A Survey of Musical Instruments. Harper & Row,
Publishers, New York, 1975, p. 749.
11

13

Most authorities agree that the Roman Lip-Vibrated instruments
were used primarily as instruments of communication.

In this capacity,

these instruments were utilized primarily for the signalling of the
Roman Legions, the Roman Circus or Glatoral Games, and at the Religious
temples.
Pollus (second century A.O.), in writing about the civic, military
and religious use of these instruments, describes, cites, and names
distinctive fanfares or calls for the signalling of the Ro.man Legions. 14
Sources still conflict widely, -however, concerning the actual chores
of the Tuba, Lituus, Bucina, and Cornu.

It is generally agreed that

the Roman tuba was utilized by the military (infantry) and in the
religious rituals in the temples.

The tuba is often alluded to with

respect to its usage in religious rituals where they were played by
highly respected priests, who were called ''Tubicines Sacrorum''.

14 Roger Bragart and Ferdinand J. de Hen. Musical Instruments in
Art and History, translated by Bill Hopkins. New York: Viking Press,
1968, p.

37.

,..,.

THE TUBA
- OF
-THE
- MIDDLE AGES
Years later in Northern Europe during the Middle Ages (circa
1300), an instrument named the Tuba appeared and rapidly grew in
popularity. Although the Tuba of the Middle Ages was larger than
the Roman Tuba and had to be supported halfway down its length
with a hand-held fork, it closely resembled the Roman Tubas of old.
On the basis of this similarity to the Roman Tuba, this instrument
was named Tuba as well .1 5
There is no evidence to substantiate the existence of the tuba
during the period breeching antiquity to the Middle Ages.

Nor

are ther.e but few references to be found concerning the existence
or survival of the Tuba beyond the Middle Ages.

15 Karl Geiringer. Musical Instruments, translated by Bernard
Miall (New York: Oxford University Press, 1045) p. 50.

OJ

THE MODERN TUBA
The modern Tuba is unique among the brass instruments of the
orchestra, in that the instrument did not exist before or during the
time of the invention of the valve mechanism in the early part
of the nineteenth century.

Eric Bloom explains:

Unlike valved trumpets, horns, and cornets, the instruments of the tuba family can claim no previously existing
valveless instrument as a direct parent; they appeared as an
entirely novel genus, in which the potentialities of the
newly invented valve principle were drawn upon in furtherence of that determined quest of new and sonorous band instruments which characterized the first quarter of the nineteenth
century and had already produced the various military serpents
and the basfgn russe (a Russian bassoon), bass horn, and
ophicleide.
.
The Tuba can claim roots, however, in the Bugle (Bugle-TubaFl uege l horn-Saxhorn) Family· of instruments.

The complex use of the

family name may best be explained by the use of the following chart
in which each group or division is separated by bore size and taper.

DIVISION

BORE

Saxhorn

Narrow tapered bore

Fluegel horn

Medium tapered bore

Bugle-Tuba

Wide tapered bore

16 Eric Bloom (ed.), Groves Dictionary of Music and Musicians.
Fifth edition, Vol VIII, (London: MacMi 11 an and Co-.,-Ltd., 1954) ,
p. 579.

,v

The Bugle-Tuba group may be broken down or classified in
similar fashion, as described by this classification of the instruments which are variations of the "Baritone Bugle" group.

INSTRUMENT

BORE

Baritone Bb (C)

Medium bore

Euphonium Bb (C)

Wide bore

French Tuba (C)
Bass Bb or Tenor Tuba Bb

Very wide bore

From the above information along with that given in the section
concerning classification of the instruments, it is now possible
to discern the general tone quality of the various instruments
in accordance with their bore size.

Remember that the smaller bore

instruments will generally ,have a,lighter tone quality, and that the
wider bore instruments will have a deeper, darker, more mellow tone
quality.

We also know that the bore size greatly affects the low

range of the instruments (i.e. Whole-tube and half-tube instruments).
The chart on the following page may be read as is, for all
modern Tubas with the exception of the treble clef baritone and
Euphonium are non-transposing instruments. 17
17 Treble clef Euphoniums and Baritones actually sound a major
ninth lower than Whitten. Example:
~l
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This i.ndicates that Tubas are instruments for which their part
in the music is written in its actual pitch.

Therefore, while the

fundamental pitch of the Tubas are B-flat, BB-flat, C, cc, F, and
E-flat, they are not transposing instruments.

Thus, an orchestral

tubist who may utilize a cc Contrabass Tuba, an F Bass Tuba, and
a B-flat Euphonium (usually in lieu of a Tenor Tuba or French C
Tuba), must know three completely different patterns of valve
combinations in relation to the music read.

In contrast to this

example, a clarinetist who performs on Bb and A Clarinets, which are
transposing instruments, need know only one set of fingerings, due to
the compensation of the transposed part.
THE Bb BARITONE AND Bb EUPHONIUM
Of ·the "Baritone Bugles", the B-flat Baritone and Euphonium
are played by instrumentalists of the United States almost exclusively.
These instruments are approximately nine feet in length and have a
conical bore which is interrupted at the narrower end by a portion
of tubing within which the airstream enters and passes through a system
of valves and tuning slides.
Euphonium is derived from the Greek work "euphonos" - well sounding,
plus (harmon)ium - a small kind of reed organ.

Hence, the Euphonium

is a "well sounding instrument".18
18 "Euphonium", Webster's New Dictionary of American Language,
Second edition, (New York and Cleveland: The World Publishing Co.,
1970), p.

113.

,u

As previously mentioned, the Euphonium may be distinguished from
the Baritone Horn by its larger bore size, which endows the Euphonium
with what is a deep, mellow, and ofter dark tone.

Capable of great

beauty, dexterity, and flexibility, the instrument has been a popular
solo and band instrument since the days of the Gilmore and Sousa Bands
of the turn of the century.

The instrument is also utilized by

contrabass orchestral tubists, or often by orchestral trombonists
as a popular substitute when playing B-flat Tenor Tuba or French C
Tuba parts.

Examples include the following:
B-FLAT TENOR TUBA
"The Planets" by Gustav Holst
"Don Quixote" (The Sancho Panza Theme) by Richard Strauss
"Symphony No. 7" by Anton Bruckner 19
Other examples include Mahler, Strauss, and Stravinsky

"Baritone", derived from the Greek word "barytonos", whose root
words are "barrys" - deep, pl us "to nos" - tone.
Horn is a "deep-rooted horn". 20

Hence the Baritone

19 Note: In this Symphony, Bruckner wrote for two Tenor Tubas in
B-flat, two Wagner Tuben, and two Contrabass Tubas.
20Bessaraboff, pp.

152 - 153.

The Baritone, which enjoyed consi_derable usage in America at
the turn of the century in the many hundreds of professional,
industrial, community, college, and school bands, which were so
popular at one time, has been slowly replaced by the Euphonium,
which has increased in popularity as a solo and band instrument
over the years.

In many bands, the baritone has been relegated

primarily to the marching band use, although some baritones may
still be found in school concert bands throughout the country.
Both instruments may be built with either three or four valves,
and may come with either an up-right.or recording (front-facing)
bell.

It is important to note that many baritones are three-

valved and have a front-facing bell and that many Euphoniums have
four valves and an up-right bell.

These features may be and often

are ··.1i xed, but, in any event, they are not va 1id criteria for scientific
classification.

Only bore size is a valid basic standard used for

distinguishing the Baritone Horn and Euphonium.
THE BARITONE BUGLES
(GR.)

Barytonhorn.

(FR.)

Saxhorn Basse.

Tenorhorn.

Basse-a-pistons.
Flicorno Basse.

(IT.)

Bass Tuba.

Saxhorn Baryton.
Bugle Basse.

Saxhorn Tenor.
Bugle Tenor.

Flicorno Baritone.

21Adam Carse, Musical Wind Instruments.
1965, p.

Tenorhorn.

Tuba Basse.
Flicorno Tenore. 21 - 22

Da Capo Press, New York,

302.

22
Note: These instruments do not necessarily pertain directly
to the American ins,truments mentioned. This may be useful as a guide
to nomenclature/help in distributing band parts.
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TENOR TUBA
The Tenor Tuba is only very rarely used in the United States
orchestras today.

As has· been mentioned, such parts which call for

an instrument of high range have been performed on Bb Euphoniums.
During the latter part of the nineteenth century the Bb Tenor Tuba
was a standard instrument in many European orchestras.

The instrument

is pitched an octave above the BB-flat Tuba and with the addition of
extra valves (for a total of six), has the capability of descending as
low as a BB-flat contrabass Tuba. The Bb Tenor Tuba's high range
exceeds that of the BB-fl at Tuba by an octave.
The instrument faded, due primarily to intonation difficulties
which were caused by its extremely wide bore.

Also, conductors,

most notably Stokowski, preferred the fullness and depth of the
contrabass Tuba in the lower range.

f (FRENCH) TUBA
With a much wider bore size than the modern Euphonium, (like
the Bb Tenor Tuba) the "French" Tuba was, until recently, the primary
instrument·of French orchestral tubists.

With six valves, its range

covered the full lower half of the piano keyboard and the octave above
middle Cl

The incredible range of the instrument would of course

explain its incredible intonation problems. As mentioned in the Bb
Tenor Tuba section, the instrument was soon replaced by the larger
contrabass tubas. ·Many published solos still exist that have been
written for this instrument.

ZI

TUBA OR BOMBARDON
(GR.)

Bass Tuba.

Bombardon.

(FR.)

Contrebasse a pistons.

Tuba Contrebasse.

Saxhorn

Contrebasse.
(IT.)

Tuba basse.

Bombardone.23-24
THE "BASS BUGLE"

E-FLAT BASS TUBA (ENGLISH BOMBARDON)
The E-flat Tuba is approximately twelve to fourteen feet in
length and is pitched a perfect fourth above the BB-flat Contrabass
Tuba.

Its primary usage has been with military and school bands

in the United States and Britain (up-right and Sousaphone models).
This instrument has a clear tone

and has been used as a solo instru-

ment, most notably by the late William Bell.

But, due to its limited

low range (usually only three valves) it has been replaced by the BBfl at Contrabass Tuba.
F BASS TUBA
The F Tuba is pitched a perfect fifth above the BB-flat Tuba.
These tubas often have from four to six valves, which enables
the instruments match the lower range of the BB-fl at Contrabass Tuba.
23 Adam Carse, Musical Wind Instruments.
York, 1965, p. 302.
--

Da Capo Press, New

24Note: The above nomenclature refers to the Bass and Contrabass
Tubas. This is an example of the true absence of standardization
in writing for and labeling tuba parts in the past and the present.

'-'-

In orchestras today the F Tuba is used primarily as a secondary
instrument to the cc Tuba i.n American orchestras, and is presently
growing in popularity as a solo instrument because of its deep,
rich tone and high tessitura.

Several nineteenth century composers

wrote for the F Tuba when composing large orchestral works.

Possibly

the best example of the present day or·chestral usage of the F Tuba
would be the "Bydlo Solo" from Mussougsky's "Pictures at an Exhibition".
The outstanding solo, written for F Tuba and orchestra 1 is Ralph
Vaughan-Wi 11 i ams' "Concerto for Tuba and Orchestra".
THE·CONTRABASS BUGLE
Contrabass Bugles are approximately sixteen to eighteen feet in
length.

This is twice the length of the Baritone Bugle Class (B-flat

Euphonium and B.aritone).
BB-FLAT TUBA
This instrument is well noted for its deep, low range.

It is

best suited for band work because of its tone and ease of fingering
in flat keys, which are prevalent in band compositions.
Tuba may have from three to four valves.

The BB-flat

Most all of the.tubas

(upright and Sousaphones) now used in shcool bands are the BB-flat
Contrabass Tubas.
cc TUBA
The cc Tuba is pitched one tone above the BB-flat Tuba.

It is

the primary instrument of the majority of orchestral players in the
United States, and is rapidly gaining acceptance in colleges and

universiti.es and in other parts of the world.

The overriding

reason for its popularity 11mong porfessionals is its ease of fingering
in sharp keys, which are prevalent in orchestral literature.

Also,

many professionals sincerely believe that because of their interest in
the instrument more advances and improvements have been made in the
cc Tuba's construction - luring more discerning buyer.
THE WAGNER TUBA
Tuba is actually a misnomer, for these instruments are actually
little more than modified horns in F.
used by Richard Wagner

who,

They were first designed and

in writing eight part harmony for the horns

in his "Ring des Nibelungen" cycle, wanted a sombre, unfamiliar sound
which only these instruments could produce.
The instrument does resemble a miniature upright tuba.

It has

a horn-type funnel mouthpiece and is fingered with the left hand for
ease of playing by hornists.
It is important to note that the range of the Wagner Tuba does
not serve as an extension of the horn range. 25 The instrument merely
adds fuller body or tone to the lower horn parts.

The Wagner Tuben

have been used by other Composers such as Anton Bruckner and Richard
Strauss.
25

9
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Sounds a perfect fifth lower than written.

PLATE II

Bb Euphonium
4. Valves

Bb Baritqne .,

l

i
i

J

;
·'

·<;_

Eb Bass Tuba. 3 Valves

.;.::..:__

BBb Confra-~ass Tuba.
Three Valves

PREDECESSORS OF THE TUBA
HIE SERPENT
(FR.)

Serpent

(GR.)

Serpent, Schlangenrohr

(IT.)

Serpentone

(SP.)

Serpentoh
In his Memoirs concernant

l' histoire

ecclesiastigue et civile

&'Auxerre, (Paris, 1743), the Abbe Lebeuf renders the now traditional
account of the 1590 invention of the Serpent by Edme Guillame, the
Canon of Auxerre, France. 26
This traditional account, however, is not universally accepted.
One such example, written in 1850 (quite some time after the fact)
for the "Bulletin of the Society of Scientific History", in Yonne,
was to have

ha □

evidence of existing serpent-like instruments which

had existed earlier (1453).

Another account is that of the inventory

of musical instruments at the castle of Abras in the Tyrol (1596),
in which an entry of a wind instrument called a Schlangen (Serpent)
was to have existed.
In addition, there seems to be an abundance of claims of Italian
origin.

Despite the various claims which cannot be disclaimed or

verified due to the amount of time that has elapsed, it is known for

26Note: Whether the Serpent was invented as a needed bass to the
cornett family, or it was an enl,argement of, or an improvement of
existing low voiced cornetti is not known.
24

certain that it was i.n France that the Serpent was first used in
an ecclestattcal setting as an accompaniment for the male voice
tn Gregori an Chant. 27
In the eighteenth century the Serpent finally gained admission
to the Military Band as a doubling instrument to the trombone, and
also occassionally to ~any woodwinds.
German Military Marches.

Soon it was scored for in

In the orchestra, the Serpent was accepted

as a doubling instrument also

but was soon being used as a pre-

facto contrabassoon.
As this once homemade "Bastard" instrument gained respectability
in the eighteenth century, the academic community stepped forward
to embrace the Serpent as a much needed and legitimate instrument.
For example, the serpent enjoyed the appreciation and protection of
the prestigious National Institute of Music in Paris (the predecessor
of the Conservatoire).

And on August 21, of 1795, by decree, forty

professors were appointed to the Institute, ·two of which were to
teach Serpent classes.

One of the two instructors was Jean Mathiew

(1765 - 1800), the other is apparently unknown.
In 1799, the respected Belgian composer Gossec, who himself
was a founder of the Paris Conservatoire, wrote a much noted
"Method de Serpent".

27Adam Carse, Musical Wind Instruments.
York, 1965, p. 268.

Da Capo Press, New

The significance of the invention of the serpent is well
noted by Schwartz; who states:
It is possible that had Gui.llame failed to invent the
Serpent, the youngest and largest of the cornetti of zinken,
this race of musical instruments would have become extinct,
but this race of musical instruments was saved from oblivion
through the verility of the large serpent. From the seed of
the Serpent grew up a family of Ophicleides and dynasty
after dynasty bf related instruments grew up, only to give way
to another. 28
PROGENY OF-THE
- SERPENT 29
Ophicleide

Family of 6

Saxhorns

Family of 8

Saxtrombas

Family of 8

Tubas

Family of 9

Saxophones

Family of 9

CONST RU CTI ON
The Serpent was a finger hole instrument, such as the flute, or
recorder, etc.

Six fingerholes, in two groupings for the left and

right hands were spaced approximately 30 cm. (12 inches) apart,
which was convenient for fingering, if not in strict accordance with
the laws of accoustics.

The fingerholes were one-half inch in diameter

and were often lined with a material such as brushed ivory.

These

fi ngerho l es were spaced about l 3/ 4 inches .apart, from center to
center.

28H.W. Schwartz. The Story of Musical Instruments, Books for
the Library Press, Plain View, NY, 1938, re: 1976, p. 34.
29H.W. Schwartz. The Story of Musical Instruments, Books for
the Library Press, Plain View, NY, 1939, re: 1976, p. 35.

27
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The body of the serpent was basically constructed of two halves
which were shaped of wood, hollowed out to form, then glued together.
The whole was then generally bound with black leather.

In many

instances these instruments were still further bound by metal bands
or stays.
While many of the earliest examples confirm the above description, two specimens which were recently disected revealed a different
method.
1 .) Eighteenth Century French Example
One-half of its shape was hollowed out of solid single
pieces of wood. The other half was built up in four sections.
The whole. was then bound with strong paper and then bound
again with leather.

•

2.) Nineteenth Century English Example
This example was made of sections which were so placed
together that their junctions did not lie opposite the
other. These sections were glued and covered with canvas,
which was then wrapped in leather.
Both of the above instruments were bound with heavy brass
ferrules around the neck where the mouthpiece crook was inserted.
As was typical, the English Serpent had an ornamented brass band
about the be 11 .
PLAYING THE SERPENT
The fingering of the serpent closely resembles that of the
recorder, although the thumbhole is not used for either register.
And even though the pitch was highly unreliable, every semi-tone
was available.
The Serpents were usually pitched in c with their range
extending from C to c".

Thus, with all six finger holes closed,

the Serpent gave an eight foot C as its fundamental, and the harmonies
proper to that tube length up to the 8th sound of the natural
harmonic series.

By successfully opening the finger holes, beginning

with the one nearest to the bell, something resembling a major scale
with a flat 7th was produced. This, however, was not done without
much care in readjusting the intonation by means of lip compression
and relaxation.
Intermediate semi-tones were produced by varying lip-compression
(no change of fingering) or by half opening the fingerholes, and by
a lesser extent, the use of fork-fingerings.

The change of pitch
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through lip-compression came about ~o easily, with this gigantically
large bore instrument, that the adjacent semitones could be played
with the same fingerings, 30 In fact, old serpent fingering charts
indicate that the downward compass of the instrument's range could
be extended three or four semitones below the fundamental simply
by the slackening or relaxation of the embouchure.

It is clear that

the playing of the Serpent, at best, demanded considerable variety
in the use of fingerings, and skillful] use of the embouchure.
NON-TRANSPOSING
The serpent was a non-transposing instrument with a fundamental
C.

However, one exception existed.

In France, the open notes of

the instrument's natural scale were written one tone higher than
actual sounding pitch;

The writer Mahillon explained the customary

pitch used in French churches in the eighteenth century was a tone
below normal, and that the notation was therefore a tone above the
actual pitch.

For this reason, Berlioz, among others, labeled the

Serpent a B-flat instrument.•
The following are examples of orchestral writing for the Serpent
and its progeny.
Handel

Water Music Suite
Royal Fireworks Suite
(Handel first used the Serpent in England
in 1743.)

30Adam Carse, Musical Wind Instruments.
York, 1965, p. 271 .

Da Capo Press, New
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Rossi.ni

Le Siege de Corinthe

1826

Cara fa

Masaniello

1827

Mendelssohn

Meeressti.lle und glukliche
Parht

1828

Oratorio Paulus

1836

Wagner

Rienzi

1842

Verdi

Les Vepres Siciliennes

1855

QUALITY
As Anthony Baines states, "Since it is impossible for anyone
to play the Serpent at more than an amateur level, we cannot hope
to get much idea of what it sounded like in the hands of the major
virtuosi over 200 years ago. 31
11

For, despite the writings of Dr.

Charles Birney and Hector Berlioz32 berating the instrument and
those who performed on them, there were some very fine instrumentalists
of the Serpent.

Some of the virtuosi included Andre of the Prince

of Regents Band, Frichot, the inventor of the Bass-Horn and sometimes Serpentist of the Ancient Concerts Orchestra, and Abbe
Aubert or Abbe Lune l of Notre Dame, Paris, among many others.
As far as can be judged or determined today, the tone was
rather rich and woody in the lower register, and weak and windy
in the upper reaches.

By its very nature, the Serpent was so flexible

31Anthony Baines, Musical Instruments Through the Ages, Viking.
Press, New York, 1966, p. 271 .
32 Hector Berlioz - R. Strauss, Treatise on Instruments, "The
Serpent" trans. by Theodore Front. Edwin F. Ka-1 mus Pub. New York,
N. Y. 1948, p. 348.
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that good intonation depended entirely on the musicianship of the
performer.

And according to Anthony Baines, it was assuredly poor

mus.icianship which won for it the bad reputation that the instrument
received on many quarters.
Again, the Serpent was used widely until after 1850.
this period the Serpent took on many shapes.

During

The Serpent d'eglise

was keyless with six finger holes and no thumb hole.

The German

Military Serpent had two keys and a double bend in the mouthpiece
crook which brought it into the center line of the instrument.
were added and generally included two or three.

Keys

In 1841, Thomas Key

built a model on which all of the holes were covered with a network
of keys (approximately 12).

In 1806, the maker Piffault of Paris
built the. Serpent in a more comfortable handling form of a "J". 33

This instrument had a double loop in the mouthpiece and was also
named "Military Serpent 34
11

•

33 Earle Louder. "An Historical Lineage of the Modern Baritone
Horn and Euphonium", Dissertation: OM, June 1976, p. 13.
34Anthony Baines. European and American Musical Instruments,
London: Bt. Batsford, Ltd., pp.-119 - 122.

PLATE IV
The Serpent

Marin Mersenne, Harmonie Universelle. trans. R.E. Chapman.
Martinus Nijhoff: The Hague, 1957. p. 350.

Tl-JE OPHICLEJDE
Ophicleide - Ophus - Gr. - Serpent, and cleide (keys) or "a keyed
Serpent".
The next important improvement came with the adaptation of
the "upright" bassoon construction which was devised by Afranio 'Of
Farrara, Italy.
Frichot, a French refugee in England, C. 1790, invented the
Bass Horn or Serpent Anglais.

This instrument was narrower in bore

than the Serpent, and was constructed of metal.

Frichot also built

the "Basse-Trompette", which more closely resembles our present Tuba.
Another such instrument is the "Serpent Bassoon'', or ''Russian
Bassoon" ( 1789) by Regi bo of Li 11 e, France.

This instrument was

built of three wooden joints, including wing and butt joints with a
metal bell.
Next came the Ophicleide, or keyed serpent.

This is a misnomer,

however, for while the Ophicleide appears to be merely one of many
instruments in an evo 1uti onary line of success ion from the Serpent to
the Bass Horn, this is not completely true.

The reason for this is

that the two instruments technically belong to separate families.
Although they are both finger-ho 1e, lip-vibrated instruments, the
Serpent belongs to the cornett-zinken family, while the Ophicleide's
origins lie with the bugle family.
taper are involved.

Again, a different bore size and

Around 1817 Halary (Jean Hillaire Aste) of Paris produced a
family of keyed bugles of which the "Ophicleide" was the bass member.
Clavitube (Bugle)

High F or Eb
four feet C or Bb (Trumpet form)

Quinticlave (alto)

six feet For E (Bassoon form)

Ophiecleide (bass)

eight feet C or Bb (Bassoon form)

This instrument was reported to have been an improvement of the
"Bass Horn" and was at times called the "Keyed Military Serpent".
Although the Ophicleide resemb.led the "Bass Horn", it had a much wider
conical bore and rightfully belonged to the "Bugle Horn" family (which)
in a similar way parallels the "Cornett-Serpent" family).
The O~hicleide was far superior to the Serpent in both tone and
tuning.

They had nine note holes, all of which were covered by keys.

Six of the holes were on the wide tube and three were on the narrow
tube.

The right hand operated the lower group of keys (four keys),

and the 1ittl e finger of the 1eft hand was not used.

A11 of the note

holes except the largest near the bell were covered by closed keys .. 35
The first example of writing for the Serpent is Spontini's
opera ''Olympie'', which was written in 1819.

Others include:

A Midsummer Night's Dream

Mendelssohn

Rienzi

Wagner

Les Huguenots

Meyerbeer 36

35George Yingst, "History of the Bass and Contrabass Tuba",
Thesis - Master of Music, Northwestern University, 1960, p. 24.
36 Note: Meyerbeer used the Ophicleide exclusively until his
death years after the invention of the valve tuba.

Requiem Mass

Verdi

Damnation of Faust

Berlioz

PART I I
A CLIMATE FOR INVENTION
--

-

fl CLIMATE FOR INVENTION
THE EMINENT EXTINCTION OF THE F!NGERHOLE INSTRUMENT
That these instruments had long outlived their musical usefulness was evident long before they had faded from the scene.

The

following are some amusing exerpts from Berloiz's Treatise on
Instrumentation.

Concerning the Serpent:

"The truly barbaric tone of this instrument would be much
better suited for the bloody cult of the Druids than for that
of the Catholic Church, where it is still in use - as a monstrous
symbol for the lack of understanding and the coarseness of taste
and feeling which have governed the application of music in our
churches since times immemorial. Only one case is to be excepted:
masses for the dead, where the Serpent serves to double the dreadful choir of the Die·s Irae. Here its cold and awful blaring is
doubtless appropriate; it even seems to assume a character of
mournful poetry when accompanying this text, imbued with all
the horrors of death and the revenge of an irate God. The
instrument might also be used in secular compositions based
on similar ideas; but its use must be limited to this purpose
only. Moreover, its tone blends poorly with the other timbre
of the orchestra and of voices. As the bass of a great mass of
wind instrum 9ts it cannot match the bass tuba or even the
Ophicleide." 3
Concerning the Russian Bassoon:
"It is hoped that they wi 11 disappear forever as soon as
the bass tuba becomes generally adopted. n38
Regarding the Ophicleide:
"The sound of these low tones is rough; but in certain
cases, under a mass of brass instruments, it works miracles.
The highest tones are of ferocious character, which has not
yet been utilized appropriately. The medium range, especially
if the player is not skilled, recalls too closely the tone of

37Hector Berlioz - R. Strauss, Treatise on Instruments,
"The Serpent", trans. by Theodore Front. Edwin F. Kalmus Pub.
New York, NY, 1948, p. 348.
38Hector Berlioz - R. Strauss, Treatise on Instruments,
"The Russian Bassoon", trans, by Theodore Front. Edwin F. Kalmus Pub.
New York, NY, 1948, p. 348.
35
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the Serpent and Cornett; !' l)elieve that it should rarely be
us.ed wi. th out the cover of other instruments. Nothing is more
clumsy - l could almost say, more monstrous - nothing less
appropriate in combination wi.th the rest of the orchestra
than those more or less rapid passages as solos in the medium
range of the Ophicleide in certain modern operas. They are
like an escaped bull jumping around in a drawing room ... 39
Many variables led ultimately to the extinction of the fingerhole instruments, despite the many improvements that were made in
their construction in the early half of the nineteenth century.
These horns, technically deficient, with inadequate projection,
poor tone qualities, and poor intonation, caused many to look elsewhere
for a suitable bass-voiced instrument.

Thus, the ensuing changes in

music coupled with the advancing European Industrial Revolution
opened the doors ·for a climate for invention which would radically
change the world of music forever.

39Hector Berlioz - R. Strauss, Treatise on Instruments, ''The
Ophecl ei de", trans. by Theodore Front. EdwinF. Kalmus Pub.
New York, NY, 1948, p. 337.
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The Moritz chromatic Bass Tuba,(1835)

THE CHROMATIC BASS TUBA (1835)
INVENTION
In January of 1835, Wilhelm Wieprecht and a Berlin manufacturer
for the Royal Court

of

Prussia, Johann Gottfried Moritz, introduced

their chromatic Bass Tuba.

Within that same year, a patent was

granted to them for their novel invention.
A joint venture, the invent ion of the tuba began years earlier
with Wieprecht's study of the acoustical properties of natural horns.
He, along with Moritz, also studied and improved brass piston-valve
mechanisms, and built a partial family of smaller valve instruments.
Finally, with the able counsel of the elderly J.G. Moritz,
Wieprecht drew up the specifications for a chromatic Bass Tuba.

The

instrument was then developed and built by the "maker" Moritz, whose
name the instrument bears.
SIGN I FI CANCE
The occasion of tne invention of the chromatic Bass Tuba proved
to be an event of great significance.

For, while the tuba was not

the original valved instrument, it did have the distinction of being
the first instrument of· it's size and voicing to be successfully
built and accepted.

In fact, the tuba was actually a first in history,

for the bass instrument could claim no pre-valve era parentage, as
could the horn, cornet, or trumpet.

37

Th.e. i.mmediate significance of the appearance of the tuba was
explained earlier.

The Serpent, Bass Horn, and Ophicleide, which had

been sufficient for sacred chant, clas.sical orchestras, and the small
military bands of the time, were no longer deemed adequate.

In the

advent of Romanticism in music, these fingerholes could not muster
the power of sound needed to match the ever increasing size and
dynamic range of the nineteenth century bands and orchestras.
The future significance of the invention of the chromatic Bass
Tuba is best illustrated by tracing the major progeny of the Moritz
Tuba through history, as the bass instrument evolved up to the present
day.

But this would take another paper in itself.

of it's modern progeny is an impressive list.

These instruments

include:
The Bb and C Baritone or Euphonium
The French Tuba in C
The Tenor Tuba in Bb
The Bass Tuba in F and Eb
The Contrabass Tuba in BBb and cc
The Sax Tromba
The Sax Tuba
The Sax Contrebasse
The Bombardon
The Helicon
The Sousaphone

Just a listing

SPECIJICAHONS
From an existing Moritz Tuba, whi.ch is now preserved in a Berlin
Museum, much of the following data has been adquired.40-41

Another

known model, which was housed in a museum in Munich, was destroyed
during World War II.
Although the Berlin model under study was constructed around
1852, it is closely adherent in build to the Wieprecht-Moritz
prototype.
The Moritz-Tuba was actually a Bass Tuba in F, and thus would be
much smaller in size than tubas which are used in modern American
orchestras and bands.

It's range, which was variable upon the

capacities of the performer, could encompass up to four octaves.
It's sound was reportedly of strong, pliable timbre throughout the
range of the horn.
A contemporary view: "[The Bass ·Tuba] possesses important
advangates over all the other low wind instruments.

Its tone,

incomparably more noble than that of the ophicleides, bombardons,
and serpents, has something of the vibrant timbre of the trombones.
It is less agile, but more powerful than the Ophicleides, and its
range extends lower than that of any other instrument in the
Orchestra.
40 Note: Berlin, Institute fur Musik forschung, MusikinstrumentenSammlung, 4456.
41Anthony Baines. European and American Musical Instruments,
"Valved Brass Instruments", London: B.T. Batsford, Ltd, 1966,
Illustration 798.
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"The effect of a great number of bass tubas in a large military
band is beyond imagination. They sound like a combination of
trombones and the organ. "42
The di mens ions of the F Tuba were found to be somewhat sma 11 er,
with the important exception of length, to that of the modern F Bass
Tuba.

It's length was approximately 12 to 14 feet.

The instrument's

conical tubing ended in a slightly flared bell. The F Tuba then
slightly resembled the short lived Ophicleide in physical appearance.
An upright instrument, the Tuba was approximately 84 centimeters in
height.

The bore size of this large instrument was 1.48 centimeters

in diameter. The bell, which again flared out only very slightly
at the termination of it's .conical tubing, was only 19.3 centimeters
in diameter.

COMPARISON
Modern Meinl-Weston
Mnwl+~ J: Race T .. ha

Height
Bore Diameter
Bell Diameter

84 cm. (@ 33 in.)
l .48 cm.
19.3 cm. (@ 7 3/4 in.)

J:

D,ee

T"h•

39 in.
.690 in.
15 in.

42 Hector Berlioz - R. Strauss. Treatise on Instrumentation,
transcribed by Theodore Front. Edwin Kalmus Pub. New York: N.Y.
1948, p. 339.
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The Bluhmel-Stolzel "Kastenventile" - square valve.
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THE 8ERLiNER-PUMPEN VENTILE

The Wi.eprecht-Moritz Tuba had five piston valves, which, as
previously explained, enabled the instrumentalist to play chromatically
in all registers of the instrument.
The five valves used were divided into two groupings of three
and two.

The lower three valves were the primary pitch altering

mechanisms and were manipulated by the right hand.

The remaining

fourth and fifth valves were placed higher on the instrument and were
operated with the left hand.

The fourth and fifth valves had a

more or less accessory role .. Their primary function was to extend
the lower range of the horn.

Whether they were used for alternate

fingering, for ease of fingering, or intonation purposes is not known.
FUNCTION OF THE VALVES

Valve I
Valve II
Valve III
(in combination
Valve IV
(in combinatfon
Valve V

Pitch lowered
Pitch lowered
Pitch lowered
with valve I)
Pitch lowered
with valve I)
Pitch lowered

l tone
l semi-tone
2 tones
l 1/2 tones
P 5th

These valves could be used singly or together in the eleven
possible combinations that are necessary to produce a complete
succession of semitones, from the fundamental to the second note
of the harmonic series.
The valve chosen for the Moritz Tuba was one that had been
previously patented by Wieprecht and Moritz around 1830. This
was most probably the Stecher BUchsenventile (Pricher case valve),

that i.s mentioned in the Wieprecht Autobiography.

The Stecher

BUchsenventile was actually a faction of the outstanding features of
the Stolzel and BlUhmel valves which. were brought to Berlin in the
1820' s.

The valve was a short, wide bored cylindrical piston valve.

But,

while it was rather short, it was wide enough to accomodate two
ports, side by side on the same plane. These ports were fed by
tubing which entered opposite each other, in the exact same horizontal
plane as the main inlet and outlet tubes.

The ports inside the val.ve

cylinder crossed in the valve's upper level and led to the valve
loop (slide) when the valve was depressed.
for the direct wind way.

Below was a third port

The casing of the valve-cylinder formed

no part of the wind way, and contained a spring which was placed
beneath the piston.

The external action was by direct finger pressure

on the valve stem caps.
Today, the valve is commonly referred to as the Berliner-Pumpen
Ventile (Berlin Pump Valve).

Thi.s valve enjoyed almost immediate

success, and was adopted by the military and cavalry bands in Germany. 43
The valve was later improved and used by the famous Paris maker
Adolphe (Antione) Sax, for his Saxhorns, - the first complete family of
cup-mouthpiece brass instruments.
43

Adam Carse, Musical Wind Instruments, Da Capo Press, New York,

1965, p.

65.

The success of the valve may qlso be measured in terms of
its startling longevity.

The valve lasted we 11 beyond 1850 and the

invention of the Perinet cylindrical piston valve (the modern piston
valve).
The Berliner Pumpen Ven tile has been replaced .by the Peri net
valve.

Except for the use of piston valve trumpets for jazz

playing, the brass instruments today are being built with the
Riedl Rotary valve exclusively.44

44 Based on personal correspondence between noted author on
German Band Music, Jocechim Toeche Mittler of Berlin and Dr. Frederick
A.Mueller of Morehead State University, in the writer's behalf.
March to April 16, 1978.

WILHELM''WIEPRECHT
It was between the years 1800 and 1850 that most of the important
improvements on wind instruments were made.

In woodwinds, great

strides were made by Boehm, Tribert, Sellner, Klose, Ivan Muller,
Buffet, and Heckel.

Possibly more fundamental, but extremely

significant advances were brought about in the brasswinds by inventors
II

II

Bluhmel, Stolzel, Peri net, Halary, Meinfred, Uhlmann, Reidl - and
most importantly, the subject of this study, Wilhelm Wieprecht. 45
Wieprecht is particularly significant to the study of the tuba,
for he is in actuality the progenitor of designers of valved low
brass instruments.

The chart on the following page illustrates the

origination of the modern brass•instruments.
It is clearly'evident that the study of the life of the inventor
of the chromatic Bass-Tuba is one that is adherent to that of the
instrument itself.

In .it's rendering, the author will put forth

illuminating facts which will describe a few of the socio-aesthetic
factors regarding the need for and invention of the tuba and its general
acceptance.
WIEPRECHT'S YOUTH
Wilhelm Frederick Wieprecht (ve'-pr~ckt) was born in the small
village of Auschersleben on August 8, 1802.

Very little is known to

date of his early family life, other than that he had a younger brother,
45
Adam Carse, Orchestration from Beethoven to Berlioz.
and Sons, Ltd., Cambridge, Engl an~948, p. 480:44

W. Heffer

0
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~aul (1804), who later distinguished htmself as an oboist and author
of an oboe method text.
His early education came from his father, Wilhelm Jacob Wieprecht
(1771 - 1845), and from the city Stadpfeiffer (town musician),
II

Wilhelm Shon.

Young Wieprecht's early musical studies were dedicated

primarily to violin performance. And, as was the practice of young
musicians of that time, he also studied several secondary instruments.
Wieprecht was yet further influenced and encouraged by a retired
military judge who lived in Auschersleben. 47
DRESDEN
At the age of seventeen (1819), Wieprecht left little Auschersleben
for the larger city of Dresden, Saxony.

While there, he furthered

his violin performance skills and made his first attempts at composition.

Wieprecht related an anecdote (in his autobiography) regarding

his study with Dresden Orchestra Concertmeister L. Haase.

This

illustrates well the man's zealous love for his art.
"Under the tutelage of L. Haase, the Concertmeister of the Dresden
Orchestra 48, I employed my lessons with such eagerness and devotion
that a neighbor who lived a door across from me summoned the
police to forbid me to play as early as 6:00 a.m. in the morning.
The poor man wanted to sleep while I felt compelled to practice. ,,49
47 Ledebur, Tonkunstler Lexikon, "Wieprecht, Wilhelm Frederick'',
1861, pp. 640 - 641.
48 Note: The Dresden Orchestra was at that time under the musical
direction of Kappelmeister - composer Carl Maria von Weber.
49 Ledebur, Tonkunstler Lexikon, "Wieprecht, Wilhelm Frederick",
1861 , pp. 640 - 641 .

LELPZI.G
After a little over one year, Wieprecht was called to work with
the city Stadpfieffer (city musician) Barth at Leipzig.

While there,

he performed with the city Theatre Orchestra as well as the famous
Gewandhous Concerts Orchestra, which was under the direction of Johann
Philipp Schulz.50-51
While in Leipzig, Wieprecht worked diligently at composition,
writing relatively large harmonizations (exercises).

He also wrote

a violin concerto and several piano-forte salon pieces.
And, as was common for that time, Stadpfieffer Wieprecht sharpened
his skills on two' or more of the wind instruments that were available
to him.

By his own admission, he did not play the clarinet "too

badly".

His specialty, however, was the slide trombone which was

the only truly chromatic instrument in existence at that time.

While

in Leipzig, he studied the trombone with famed trombone virtuoso and
author, Carl Traugott Queisser.52 Apparently, Wieprecht became
rather proficient.

He was soon sitting next tci the great Queisser

as a member of the prestigeous Gewandhous Concerts Orchestra trombone
section where he remained for the 1822 and 1823 seasons. 53

50Ledebur, Tonkunstler Lexikon, "Wieprecht, Wilhelm Frederick",
1861, pp. 640 - 641.
51Adam Carse, The Orchestra from Beethoven to Berlioz. W. Heffer
and Sons Ltd. Cambridge, England~48, p. 132-.
52 Adam Carse, Musical Wind Instruments, Da Capo Press, New .York, NY,
1965, p. 158.
53 A. Kalkbrenner, Wilhelm Wieprecht, Sien Leben!!.· Wirken nebst
einem Auszug seiner Schriften, Bln. 1882, p. 400.
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BERLIN
On May 2, 1824, after three years in Leipzig, Wieprecht was
accepted into the Royal Academy Qrch.estra in Berlin.
Soon after moving to Berlin, young Wieprecht presented an original
composition to the famed composer - conductor of the Berlin Opera
Orchestra and Director of the King's Music, G. Spontini. 54
The piece, which was written in the style of Spohr's "Nocturne",
greatly impressed the elder Spontini, who immediately "took the young
musician under his wing". Wieprecht was often invited to the Spontini
home where he was introduced to the musical society of Berlin.
Six months later (November 1824), Wieprecht was appointed to
the honored position of "Royal Chamber Musician" to the Royal Court
of Prussia. And from 1824 to 1838, he remained as violinist in the
Berlin Opera Orchestra, under the musical direction of Spontini.
MILITARY BANDS
Although Wieprecht enjoyed great success as a member of the Berlin
Opera Orchestra at the age of 22, he found his true interests lay
with the wind instruments of the orchestra.

These instruments, he

thought, were at their ~est when used in the performance of the beautiful
and thrilling military music which "enhanced" the intrinsic beauty of
the wind instrument.
The following was extracted from a condensation of Wieprecht's
autobiography, in which he depicts the occasion of his initial
54 Note: Spontini was succeeded in 1842 by Giacomo Meyerbeer
(Jacob .Liebmann Beer - 1791 - 1864).
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encounter l'!i. th a true Mil itar_y Band - an event which would have
an everl as ting effect on his l i.fe; and certainly upon the band world
as well.
"1 remember that by accident I happened upon the music of the
Band of the Emperor's French Grenedier Regiment in parade tears streamed from my eyes. That military band 'made such a
stirring impression on my youthful being, that I knew I could
never pa rt with it [Military Bands] . 55
This love for the wind instrument medium led to his search to
find (or invent) a chromatic form of brass instrument.

This interest

was then manifest in the study of accoustical and musicological
properities of existing wind instruments, whi:ch at that time were
primarily natural horns or experimental valved models. 56
This keen interest in the mechanics of brass wind instrument
construction was further stimulated 'by his friendship with inventors
Heinrich st8lzel, a German horn player, and Frederich Bluhmel, an
instrument maker.

The two pooled their knowledge in order to patent

their "Kastenventile" (valve) in 1818., which was in actuality a box
or rectangular valve.

(plate IV)

II

'

Later, Stolzel introduced his

"Schrubventile" around the mid l820's.57

55Ledebur, Tonkunstler Lexikon, ''Wieprecht, Wilhelm Frederick",
1861, p. 640. (See also: A. Kalkbrenner, Wilhelm Wieprecht, Sien
Leben u. Wi rken nebst einem Auszug seiner Schriften, Bln. 1882,
p.

400.

56Ledebur, Tonkunstler Lexikon, "Wieprecht, Wilhelm Frederick'',
1861 , p . 641 .
57 Anthony Baines, European and American Musical Instruments.
Da Capo Press, New York, NY, 1965, p. 145.
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Around 1830, Wieprecht, at the age of 28, had perfected a valve
"
of his own design, which he called the "Stecher BLichsenventile'',
or

"Pricker Case Valve".

This was a thick, squat valve, which was
"
actually little more than an improvement of the original Bluhmel-

"
Stolze]
rectangular valve.

This was, however, a very significant

improvement, for his ''Stecher Buchsenventile'' (or an improvement of
it) became the famous "Berliner Pumpen Ventil e", a Wi eprecht invention,
which was used widely throughout the century.58
Wieprecht states:
"Principally I corrected and improved the valves of brass
instruments.and I pursued the idea to improve the tone and
cleanliness of sound by the measured accoustical construction
of the same. The late J.G. Moritz59 was very helpful to me."
By this time, Stolzel's valved instruments were already on the
market, but had been used only sparcely by Prussian military bands.
Around this time Wieprecht and Moritz came out with a partial
family of chromatic brass instruments, which were equipped with the
Berliner - Pumpen Ventile.

They included the following instruments:

E-fl at Cornet
E-fl at Trumpet
B-fl at Tem,m Horn
B-flat Baritone Horn
58Note: Many famous instrument makers adopted the valve most notably Adolphe Sax, who used an improved version of the valve.
59 Note: Johann Gottfried Moritz (1770 - 1840) was the
instrument maker to the Royal Court of Prussia.
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Some instruments of this. type were introduced by Wieprecht
i_nto the Prussian Trumpeter Choren, of which he became the director reorganizer in 1830. Marches were written by Wirprecht for these
groups which exploited the expanded capabilities of the new valve
instruments.
THE TUBA
Wirprecht, aware of the lack of an effective bass voice in the
brass instrument family, set out with J.G. Moritz to design a valved
(chromatic) low brass instrument.

This would almost complete the

full range of the brass family.
After countless hours of testing, working and redesigning at
Moritz's Berlin Shop at Kronenstrasses 6,60 the final product was
completed.
In January of 1835, Wirprecht and Moritz introduced the Chromatic
Bass Tuba to the prestigeous "Royal Academy" of Berl in (refer to "The
Chromatic Bass Tuba [1835]).
For this considerable contribution to the brass wind family,
Wieprecht was cited as "Academic Artist", by the Royal Academy on
July 6, 1835. 61

60Note: Kronenstrasses (The King's Street).
61 Note: German Band authority Jocechim Toeche Mittler (1898 feels strongly that Wi eprecht had rather little to do with the actual
technical design of the instrument. He gives Moritz credit for the
actual invention, although Wieprecht may have initiated the project.
It is the opinion of the author that this view is inconsistent with
the available knowledge concerning the events leading to the invention
of the Tuba. (Based on personal correspondence between noted author
on German Band Music, Jocechim Toeche Mittler of Berlin and Dr.
Frederick A. Mueller of Morehead State University, in the writer's behalf.
March to April 16, 1978)
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ACC(::PTANCE
Just how was the valved instrument accepted? How did instrumentalists, who before had known only "fingerhole", keyhole", and natural
horn" instruments, accept the new valved chromatic brass instruments,
with the accompanying complex va 1ve fingering combinations?
Oddly enough, Wieprecht dejectedly described the Prussian
acceptance as being very slow.

"Musicians in Berl in strenuously

opposed the introduction of the valved instruments, but they were
welcomed in Russia, France, and Austria."6 2- 63
In most parts of Purssia, the acceptance of the tuba came
rather rapidly.

So quickly, in fact, that in many _German Orchestras,

the newer Ophicleide was never used at all l The succession of low
voiced lip-vibrated Aerophones progressed, in many cases, from a form
of Serpent to the Tuba or Bombardon. 64 All low cup-mouthpiece
instruments were played by the same personnel (Serpents to Bass Horns
to Ophicleides to the Tuba).

And all read the exact same parts

(with the exception of French transposed Bb Serpent parts and Tuba or
Bombardon parts).

So, while rampant confusion existed as to what

instrument would be used from town to town, all instruments were
easily interchangeable.

62Adam Carse, Musical Wind Instruments, Da Capo Press, New York,
NY, 1965, p. 304.
63 Note: It is ironic that authors of other countries marveled at
Prussia's {Berlin's) advancement in the building and acceptance of
valved brass beyond that of their own countries - notably France and
Austria.
64 Note: Three forms of Bombardon existed: A keyed instrument
{Ophicleide-like), a wider bore Bass Tuba in F, which was built by
Wieprecht - Moritz, and an Eb Bass Tuba used in English Bands.
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For example, the instruments accession to acceptance came slowly.
In 1838 it65 was used i.n Mendelssohn's "Midsummer Night'· s Dream"
Overture in Berlin, as a replacement for the Ophicleide. 66 This
came about three years after it's invention.
But the instrument was championed by many influential people.
The instrument's rapid acceptance into the Prussian Military Bands,
under the direction of the Tuba's inventor, Wilhelm Wieprecht, has
been documented.
Berlioz's instant respect for the abilities and potential of the
instrument, and the resulting widespread proselytizing in the instrument's
behalf by. Berlioz is well known.

He also led the way by replacing

Ophicleide parts with Bombardon parts in his music, and then by
writing explicitly for the instrument in his orchestral compositions.
Another champion (much later) was Wagner, who utilized both Tenor
and Bass Tuben in his compositions.

He, in turn, was followed by Anton

Bruckner.
In France during the late 1840's, Antoine {Adolphe) Sax
improved the instrument, which, by this time was being played in
every great orchestra in Europe. 67

65Note:
p.

A Moritz Tuba was used.

664 neue zei t fur mus i k, "Wilhelm Wi eprecht" , 1838, no.
172.

43,

67Note: Wieprecht, as had many other inventors of that time,
(such as Besson) had seriously considered taking legal action against
Sax for patent viol at ions, or as Wi eprecht described it, "Mental
Thievery!" After a meeting with Sax (around 1846 in Selesia),
Wieprecht was dissuaded from taking action.
I
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Through ~ax's associ,ation with the influential General Rumingy,
l)e was able to supply tuba!> to the musi,c corp of the entire French
Army (a monopoly).

Naturally, widespread acceptance of the Sax

Tromba and Sax Tuba ensued, in orchestras and schools throughout
France.
CONTROVERSY
In regard to the invention of the Tuba, as with the Serpent
centuries earlier, there are conflicting accounts concerning the
actual inventor of the Tuba.

There is evidence (the Stolzel price

list of 1828) that Stolzel may have had a valved low brass instrument.
There are, however, no written accounts supporting it's existence.
A de-facto Tuba also existed, which was invented by Guichard just
prior to Wieprecht's own invention.
Evidently, ·these instruments were not successful, for they
apparently failed to be generally used and accepted.
THE MILITARY BAND - PRUSSIAN
Soon Wieprecht was appointed by King Frederich William IV to
reorganize the military musical groups of the Royal Garde - Korps
(Guard Corps). 68 Although he remained a civilian, his sweeping
changes of the military musical organizations led many to designate
Wieprecht as the "Father of the Modern Mi 1itary Band".
Remember that in 1835, the military band was not in it's present
form.

In fact, at the time, outside of Prussia the medium hardly

existed at all.
68 Note: He would follow Abraham Schneider in this capacity.
Here he would serve until his death 34 years later.
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ORIGINATION
The idea was originally that of the Turkish Army (the Janizares).
Each corp of Jantzares included a small band which consisted of
three or more "zarnas" ,69 and two or more instruments of the same
kind, pitched an octave lower.
fifes.

The group also included one or more

The accompaniment was provided by one large kettle drum,

two smaller kettle drums, three drums which were similar to the modern
tenor drum, and one large bass drum (one side beat with a large feltcovered stick, the other side by a brush or broom, sounding the
unaccented beats of the time).

Also included in the percussion

section were very large cymbals, two pairs of smaller cymbals, and
several triangles.
The effect of these Turkish Janizares in unimaginable.

It must

be heard to be understood because the sound must have been barbarous.
The bands were often stationed near the tent of the Pasha (leader) in
charge of the Janizares.

While they were in battle, these instruments

were played continuously to stimulate the combatants, ·or to scare the
opponents.
The Western Princes observed this custom and admired the picturesque
appearances of the turbanned Orientals.

In order to gain the favor of

Frederick II of Prussia and the Elector of Hanover, the Sultan presented
to them a complete band of the above description.
69
Note: "Zarn as" - very much like the Krumhorns of Northern
Europe. When played they produced a harshly penetrating and far
sounding note.

These harsh, shrill soundtng instruments eventually wore out,
and were ulti.mately replaced.

For instance, the Zarnas was replaced

by the hautbois, and the larger zarnas by the bassoon.
natural trumpets were added.

Horns and

The kettle drums were discarded, but

those instruments of percussion which had previously been unknown in
European bands - bass drums, cymbals, triangles, and the crescents
kept their place.70
REORGANIZATION
Charged with the re-organization of the Military Bands of the
Prussian Garde - Korps, Wieprecht did just that; with the most radical
changes being in instrumentation, arrangements for band, and new music
for the band.

Along with many marches composed by Wieprecht, many.

transcriptions of works by Beethoven, von Weber, Berlioz, J. Strauss,
Wagner, Verdi, Meyerbeer, and Bizet were written and. played.
Further changes were initiated in the size and organization buildup of the bands of the Garde - Korps.

But the most mentioned

change was that of the execution of the music.

The players were

reportedly very fine musicians, who played extremely well under the
leadership of Wieprecht; as they had done for no other director.

They

were reportedly an exemplary group, without peer at that time in
hi story.
70 Note: Crescent (Jingling Johnny) - a traditional military band
instrument in Turkey. Several were used in a band. They were rocked
up and down in time with the music. They were introduced into European
bands at the beginning of the 19th century. In Germany they are still
in use today. They have largely been replaced by the Lyra - glockenspiel,
or upright glockenspiel mounted on a pole, surmounted by "Turkish" horsetails and crescent above the tuned metal bars. (Anthony Baines,
European and American Musical Instruments, "Hard Percussion Instruments",
Viking Press: New York, 1966, p. 159.)

On May 6, 1836, the largest ensemble ever to be assembled was
amassed in a grand display of the majesty of the court of the King of
Prussia.

The occasion marked the state visit of the Czar of Russia,

Nicholas r, to the court of the Emperor of Prussia, Frederick Wilhelm III.
The two governments were fast allies in peace-time and through a few
wars.

No detail was spared in the preparation of the festivities.
For this grand fete, Wieprecht combined all of the forces available

to him.

Imagine, if you will, 16 full regiments bf infantry bands, and

16 regiments of cavalry bands, plus 200 tambour players (drummers).
All formed in a semi-circle facing the review stand on the Palace
Grounds.

Each regiment was directed by a drum major, who was in turn

directed by their civilian leader, Wilhelm Wieprecht, who directed
the huge ensemble from the center of it all.

One thousand, one hundred

ninety-seven performers under the direction of one man!
The ceremony tegan.

As Czar Nicholas I and Frederick Wilhelm III

looked on, Wieprecht was first introduced by the beat of 200 drummers,
followed by a grand gun salute by a half company of marksmen.

Wieprecht

then mounted the podium to direct the immense ensemble in the Russian
National Anthem.

This was then followed by general Russian Heraldry.

For this electrifying performance, Wieprecht was decorated by the
Czar.
BERLIOZ
In 1841 - 1842, Hector Berlioz made his now famous trek across
Europe.

During his stay in Berlin, he was treated to a concert by

the combined bands of Berlin and Pottsdam (the Emperor's Summer Palace)

The e.nsembl e of 300 performed in honor of the famed composer conductor''s visit.

{:lerl ioz wrote of the event:

"To turn to the military bands here one would have to be
exceedingly cross-grained to avoid hearing any, for they parade
about the streets at all hours of the day on foot or horseback.
Not that these small independent troupes give one any idea of
of the majesty of the great armies which the trainer - director
or the Bands of Berlin and Pottsdam, Wieprecht, can mobilize
whenever he wishes. Think of it: he has a corps of more than
six hundred players under his command (not so much regimental
musicians as musical regiments), all good readers, masters of
their instruments, playing in tune, and blessed by nature with
lips of leather and in-defatigable lungs; hence the ease with
which the trumpets, horns and cornets produce high notes that our
players cannot reach at all. The Crown Prince71, anticipating
my desire to hear his forces in action and to study them at
close quarters, graciously invited me to a matinee arranged in
my honour at his palace, and gave Wieprecht orders accordingly.
The audience was tiny:· ten or fifteen at most. I was wondering
where the orchestra had got to - for no sound betrayed it's
presence - when a measured phrase in F minor that you and I know
well made me turn my head in the direction of the main hall of
the palace, which an immense curtain concealed from my view. His
Royal Highness had had the courtesy to begin the concert with
the "Franc Juges" Overture. I had never heard it arranged for
wind instruments. Under Wieprecht's direction they performed
this difficult piece with superbe precision and with that same
furious gusto which you conservatoire players display in it on
days of special enthusiasm.
"The Brass Passage in the introduction was tremendous, intoned
by fifteen bass trombones, eighteen to twenty tenors and altos,
twelve bass tubas, and a swarm of trumpets.
''The Bass Tuba, which I mentioned several times in previous
letters, has completely dislodged the Ophicleide in Prussia, if
indeed the latter was ever prevalent there, which I doubt. The
Bass Tuba is a large brass instrument derived from the Bombardon 72
and fitted with a mechanism of five rotary valves which gives it
an enormous range in the lower register . . .
71Note: The Future King William III of Prussia and Emperor
of Germany.
72 Bombardon - The Reidle version - close to the Bass Horn (of
Ophicleide Family), not the tuba-like instrument that Wieprecht and
Moritz built after the invention of the Tuba; which was actually a
wide bore Tuba.

"The clarinets, I thought, were as_ good as the brass. They
were parti.cularly ill)posing in a battle symphony for double
wind band wri.tten by. the English Ambassador, the Earl of Westmore 1and .i•12
"After that came· a splendidly showy piece for brass instruments
alone, composed by Meyerbeer for use at court festivities under
the title of ''Torchlight Dance'', in the course of which eighteen
trumpets sustain a trill on D for sixteen bars, executing it
with the rapidity of clarinets. 11 73
"The concert concluded with an impressive and admirably written
funeral march by Wiegrecht. And for all this, they had had
only one rehearsal! 11 74

Berlioz later was to give a concert with the Berlin Orchestra.
Wieprecht assisted by putting together the needed brass groups and
percussionists for .a performance of the "Requiem".

Berlioz again

writes of Wieprecht, presenting another glimpse of the Wieprecht
personality.
"At the conclusion of the concert a great many people spoke to
me and congratulated me and wrung me by the hand, but I could
only stand there dazed, not comprehending, feeling nothing. My
brain and nervous system had over-taxed themselves and craved a
rest; I was stupid with fatigue. Only Wieprecht contrived to
bring me to myself with a hug like a cuirassier's. The worthy
man positively cracked my ribs, interspersing his exclamations
with Teutonic oaths besides which Guhr's7 5 were Ave Marias."

73 Note:

Showing off the new valves.

74 Hector Berlioz, Memoirs of Hector Berlioz, Including His Travels
in Italy, Germany, Russia and England. Trans. by David Cairns. Alfred
A. Knoff. New York, 1969, pp. 334 - 335.
75Note:

Guhr - a German Kapellmeister

Later, Wieprecht was given charge of the mµsi_c of the 10th
German United Corp, and led further the large and marvelous music of
the Hanover Region.

Other regions were added later.

Wieprecht adds,

"I took charge of the happenings and ceremonies of my King of German
States to know better the music there. 76
11

While in Hanover, Wieprecht took charge of providing the music
for the state visit of England's Queen Victoria in 1845.
As a result, Wieprecht was received by Queen Victoria, who
decorated the Band Master with the ''Royal Service Order 1st Class''.
In 1942, Wieprecht added to his present duties that added
responsibility of teaching orchestral performance at the Royal
Academy in.Berlin.
TURKEY
In 1847, Wieprecht was sent by the King to Turkey, where as
Commissioner of Military Music to the Turkish Army his duty was,
ironically, to transplant our Military Music of Prussia into the
Turkish Army Organizations - from whence the Prussian Military Bands
originally evolved!
GUATEMALA
In 1852, Wieprecht established military bands in Guatemala,
furthering still a great career as a military band organizer.
In 1854, upon his return, he received the Order of the "Red
Eagle 4th Class'', and was granted the ''Earnestinian Service Cross''.
76Note: While he traveled to different regions, he wrote travel
letters concerning Folk and Military Music of the locations and times
entitled, "Prussian Military Music".
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FURTHER ACCOMPLISHMENTS
As an added ins_ight into the Wieprecht persona,] it,y, the
following achievements were included; although these accomplishments
are not particularly germain to the subject of this thesis.
BATHYPHONE
On April 30, 1839, Wieprecht and the maker Skorra, were granted
a 10 year patent for their invention of the Bathyphone (Bathyphon),77
"
for which they later received a prize of 130 tholaren
(unit of currency)

at a Paris Exhibition around 1861.
The Instrument was fairly popular for several years, although
the courts would not grant the Bathyphone priority with the saxophone
of Adolph Sax.
FREDERICK THE GREAT MANUSCRIPTS
In 1830, some 50 years after the death of King Frederick the
Great, the Crown Prince - later Frederick Wilhelm IV - ordered that
the Palaces in and around the Pottsdam area be searched for manuscripts
by the great 18th century ruler.
This manifestation of a rekindled public interest in German music,
and specifically that of Frederick the Great, brought about the
publishing of marches which were supposedly written by him.

These

77Bathyphone - (Ger. Bathyphon) - Contrabass clarinet which was
first built by Eduard Skorra of Berlin in 1839 to the design of
Wilhelm Wieprecht. It was later built by C. Kruspe-ErFurt. The
instrument was pitched in C, two octaves below the ordinary clarinet.
It was built of two parallel tubes of maple or brass united in a
butt joint or upturned metal bell, and S-crook. It looked like a
Russian Bassoon and had a compass E' - c', it's lowest tones being very
weak. A surveying specimen in Copenhagen has 17 keys. The Bathyphone
served as a military instrument and is now obsolete. (Anthony Baines,
European and American Musical Instruments, London, B.T. Batsford, Ltd.
1966, pp. 164 - 169.

OJ

marches were edited by Wilhelm Wieprecht, and were popular up into
the twentieth century in Germany.78
THE PIANGENDO
In 1842, Wieprecht introduced the "Piangendo'', which was a
technical instruction booklet written for valved brass instrument.
In many ways this represented an extension of his efforts to standardize
the musical notation in Germany.
THE CLAVIERTURE
The Clavierture was· introduced to the "Serl in Art Society"
in 1855. The instrument closely resembled a metal form of contrafagott
(possibly very much like the sarrusaphone).
FIXED TUNING
In 1855, Wieprecht became deeply involved in a crusade to standardize
tuning in Europe.

This began as early as 1846, when a group called

the "City Musicians Stut Musica" was formed.

But, it was not until

the 22 of Nobember, 1855, that a letter was sent to the Royal General
Director (commandant) of the Theatre of Berlin asking him to extend
his influence in order to check the trend of tuning higher and higher.
Apparently, this may have slowed the trend but it did not prevent tuning
from rising as high as A-444 in recent years - in some centers of
European music!

78Note: Based on conversations· with Dr. Frederick Mueller and
author - Morehead State University, Morehead, Kentucky, Spring, 1978.

On September 14, 1859, great stri.des took place in humanitarianism.
Wi:eprecht, with other leaders of the musik-choren established, with
the approval of the Mini.stry .of War, a pension and retirement fund for
the mustci ans of the Royal Prussian Army.
years beyond other such developments.

This, of course, was literally

The co-founders included

familiar names, such as:
Hannover
Hanscat
Oldenburg
Lauenburg

Mecklenburg
Holstein
Braunschweig

It might be interesting to note that he retired not long
afterward (October 10, 1859).
Wilhelm Frederick Wieprecht died on August 4, 1872, at the age
of 70.

Surely no man .in history so radically changed the composition

and personality of the family of wind instruments, and the military
wind band as did Wieprecht.

His life spanned the period during which

occurred the evolution and transformation of the wind-instrument
and military band medium for all time.

He experienced this great

metamorphosis, not as an observer or participant, but as the movement's
zealous, indefatigable champion.
"I was part of many historical happenings, and thus my youthful
striving was richly rewarded."

--Wilhelm Wieprecht
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